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Provenance 
    The materials were given to the UCO Archives & Special Collections in two accessions one November 11, 2015, 
the other on January 27, 2021, by Paula Denson. Both accessions were picked up by Nicole Willard at Paula 
Denson’s home, 7300 NW 114 Terrace, OKC, OK 73162. Paula Denson is the author of The Royal Air Force in 
Oklahoma: Lives, Loves & Courage of the British Air Crews Trained in Oklahoma During World War II, published 
in 2006 by the Oklahoma Heritage Association. The collection includes research materials compiled by Denson as 
well as related materials from the No. 6 British Flying Training School (BFTS) Association Collection and the No. 3 
BFTS Association Collection. The collections were formerly housed and displayed at Marland’s Grand Home in 
Ponca City, Oklahoma. Some of the materials originally belonged to Lillian Taylor, a former link instructor at Darr 
School of Aeronautics. Prior to its acquisition by the Friends of Marland’s Grand Home Foundation, Taylor’s 
memorabilia was displayed at the Ponca City Airport. The son of a former Darr instructor and the descendants of 
John Price, a former Darr cadet, contributed additional materials to the No. 6 BFTS Association Collection. The 
materials acquired from the Price family formerly belonged to a small, local archive in England. 
 
Donor Information 
      Paula Carmack Denson a native of Ponca City has had a varied career working as a dental hygienist for thirty 
years then owning a special events business before selling that business to devote more time to her love of historic 
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research and writing. Her great interest in local history motivated her to form the North Central Oklahoma Historical 
Association, a 501c3 non-profit organization dedicated to the preservation of local history. She, along with her board 
of directors, produced a national award-winning set of history books for North Central Oklahoma. As her interest in 
local history grew, so did her love for Marland’s Grand home, formally known as the Ponca City Cultural Center. 
She is one of the founding board members for that group and served as renovation chairman for Friends of 
Marland’s Grant Home.  
 
Around 2000 Denson purchased about 70 handwritten letters postmarked from England during WWII. She 
discovered that she possessed letter written by the cadets who trained at Darr School of Aeronautics in Ponca City 
from 1941-1944. These letters were written to one of the families who took many of the young men into their 
homes, treating them as sons. There are also letters from wives, widows, and mothers of these brave young men. 
The discovery of these letters would send Denson on a multi-year search for the men and women who wrote those 
letters. She collected research along the way that led to the publishing of her book, The Royal Airforce in Oklahoma. 
Paula was able to locate several of the men over sixty years after they wrote the letters and traveled to England on 
two occasions to meet them.   
      
Biographical/Background Content Note 
     Following the passage of the 1941 Lend-Lease Act, six British Flying Training Schools (BFTSs) opened in the 
United States. The schools provided flight training for cadets in Great Britain’s Royal Air Force (RAF) during 
World War II. Two of the schools were located in the state of Oklahoma: Darr School of Aeronautics in Ponca City 
(No. 6 BFTS) and Spartan School of Aeronautics (No. 3 BFTS) in Miami. The other flight schools were located in 
Arizona, California, Florida and Texas.  
     The Oklahoma flight schools opened in July 1941. Private companies established and owned both schools. Hal 
Darr founded the Ponca City school, and Captain Maxwell Balfour served as the CEO of the Miami school. Royal 
Air Force officers oversaw the operations at the schools, but civilian flight instructors from the United States taught 
the courses. In addition to instructing British cadets, both schools trained pilots for the United States Army Air 
Force. More than 4,000 Royal Air Force cadets and several hundred American pilots trained at Ponca City and 
Miami during the war. Darr School of Aeronautics operated until April 15, 1944, and Spartan School of Aeronautics 
remained open through August 1945. Several Royal Air Force cadets lost their lives in training accidents at both 
flight schools. They are buried in the I.O.O.F Cemetery in Ponca City and in the G.A.R. Cemetery in Miami. 
     After the war, the alumni of both flight schools established fraternal organizations. In past years, the No. 3 BFTS 
Association and the No. 6 BFTS Association both held reunions in Oklahoma. However, the No. 3 BFTS 
Association is no longer in operation, holding its last reunion in Miami in 2005. The No. 6 BFTS Association 
remains active, though its reunions are now exclusively held in the United Kingdom.  
       
Scope and Content 
     The materials in this collection document the history of the two British Flying Training Schools located in 
Oklahoma during World War II. The collection consists of research materials compiled by Paula Denson as well as 
related documents and display items formerly housed at Marland’s Grand Home in Ponca City, Oklahoma. The 
materials related to the Ponca City School (No. 6 BFTS) are the strength of the collection. The accession number for 
the collection is 1511001. 
     The collection includes files regarding specific subjects and individuals associated with the British Flying 
Training Schools in Oklahoma. The individuals featured in the files include instructors, officers, cadets, and other 
flight school employees. The files include photographs, newspaper articles, correspondence with former cadets and 
their family members, and related historical information taken from various books and online sources. The 
collection also contains autobiographies of former cadets, programs for events and ceremonies held at the flight 
schools, flight manuals, flight school examinations, various types of instructional materials, newsletters from the 
flight school associations, and materials regarding the reunions hosted by the No. 3 BFTS Association and the No. 6 
BFTS Association.  
     In addition, the collection features various display items, including laminated flight school documents, laminated 
newspaper articles, photographs, flags, and other miscellaneous memorabilia related to the flight schools. The 
collection also includes a selection of pages, sections, issues, and articles from various newspaper publications that 
document the history of the two Oklahoma flight schools. Additionally, the collection includes a selection of 
aeronautical charts and maps that plot a variety of geographic locations, chiefly in Europe and in the United States. 
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Lastly, the collection features a handful of multimedia resources, including video tapes, cassette tapes, and CDs 
containing data related to the history of the British Flying Training Schools in Oklahoma. 
 
Organization and Arrangement 
     The collection is organized into 5 series: I. BFTS History, 1937-2015; II. Museum Collections, 1937-2015; III. 




I. BFTS History, 1937-2015 
(5+ boxes, 302 folders/items) 
     This series includes materials compiled by Paula Denson on the history of the No. 6 BFTS in Ponca City and the 
No. 3 BFTS in Miami. The date range of the series is 1937-2015. The folders are mostly arranged alphabetically 
(from A-Z) by file title. The series begins with the files regarding the Ponca City school. They are followed by the 
files related to the Miami school. 
     The majority of the series consists of files containing information on cadets, instructors, administrators and other 
individuals associated with the Oklahoma flight schools. The files include correspondence with former cadets and/or 
their family members, other related correspondence, photographs, autobiographical materials, newspaper clippings 
and articles, historical information from various books and online resources, etc.   
     In addition, the series includes files on the individual classes that graduated from the No. 6 BFTS. These files 
include photographs, correspondence, newspaper articles, course rosters, etc. The series also includes files on the 
cadets killed in training accidents at Ponca City and Miami. Other files concern the various reunions held by the No. 
6 BFTS Association and the No. 3 BFTS Association.  
     Additional materials in the series include Paula Denson’s photo log, photographs, photocopies of photographs, 
air crew lecture notes, miscellaneous information on the towns of Ponca City and Miami, information on the various 
types of aircraft utilized at the flight schools, and promotional materials for Paula Denson’s book. There are also a 
handful of files that include materials related to the other British Flying Training Schools in the United States. They 
provide additional context for the history of the Oklahoma schools.  
 
II. Museum Collections, 1937-2017 
(5+ boxes, 390 folders/items) 
     This series is chiefly composed of materials originally belonging to the No. 6 BFTS Association Collection and 
the No. 3 BFTS Association Collection. The majority of the materials in this series are from the No. 6 BFTS 
Association Collection. Most of the materials were assigned ID numbers in their original collections, and those 
numbers are noted in the collection database. The date range of the series is 1937-2015. There are multiple 
arrangement patterns within the series.  
     Boxes 021000 and 021001 contain oversize materials and display items. The materials in Box 021000 include 
laminated copies of newspaper clippings and articles as well as various laminated documents from Darr School of 
Aeronautics. The documents include instructional materials, copies of course photographs and other related 
memorabilia. The box also includes oversize magazine articles, flight school examinations and flight charts, 
photographs, and oversize photocopies of photographs and documents. In addition, the box includes copies of 
proclamations issued by various Oklahoma governors honoring the memories of the flight schools and their cadets. 
Each item in the box is grouped with similar items. The materials within each individual group are arranged in 
chronological order (from the oldest date to the most recent). For example, all of the laminated newspaper articles 
are arranged in chronological order, the laminated flight school documents are arranged in chronological order, the 
photographs are arranged in chronological order, and the oversize photocopies are arranged in chronological order.  
     The materials in box 021001 include photographs, documents, and newspaper articles mounted on mats for 
display purposes. The box also includes pieces of canvas and hat bills bearing the signatures of Darr School cadets. 
In addition, the box includes patches featuring the insignias of Darr School of Aeronautics and the Ponca City Air 
Museum, flags of the United States and the United Kingdom, and other miscellaneous memorabilia. Each item in the 
box is grouped with similar items. The foam-backed display materials are arranged in chronological order (from the 
oldest date to the most recent). Most of the materials in the box are not dated. 
     The series also includes files containing memorabilia and other information related to the British Flying Training 
Schools in Oklahoma and the history of Ponca City. The files include lists and descriptions of the items in the No. 6 
BFTS Association Collection and the No. 3 BFTS Association Collection. They also contain photographs, 
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correspondence, programs for events and ceremonies, newspaper clippings and articles, information regarding 
membership in the No. 6 BFTS Association, information regarding the No. 6 BFTS Association reunions, materials 
related to the history of Ponca City, and biographies and autobiographies of flight school cadets. In addition, the 
files include instructional materials, log books and flight manuals, maps, copies of the No. 6 BFTS Association’s 
newsletter, and miscellaneous materials related to the No. 1 BFTS in Terrell, Texas and the No. 4 BFTS in Mesa, 
Arizona. 
    The files are arranged in their original order, which did not maintain a consistent arrangement pattern. However, 
many of the files in the series are arranged in the order of their original ID numbers. The materials in folders 33-44 
in Box 021008 are arranged from the highest ID number to the lowest. The materials in folders 48-62 in Box 
021008, folders 1-24 and 50-54 in Box 021009, and folders 3-10 and 16-29 in Box 021015 are arranged from the 
lowest ID number to the highest. There are also short runs of two to four folders interspersed throughout the series 
that are arranged in the order of their original ID numbers. 
      
III. Newspapers, 1937-2015 
1.6 linear feet (1 box, 57 items) 
     This series consists of newspaper issues, sections, pages, and articles. The date range of the series is 1937-2015. 
The majority of the newspapers date from the 1980s and 1990s.  The materials are arranged in chronological order, 
from the oldest date to the most recent. The series features materials from a variety of publications, including the 
Chicago Herald-American, the Daily Oklahoman, the New York Times, the Tulsa Tribune, the Miami News Record, 
the Daily Telegraph, the Enid News & Eagle, and the Tulsa World. Most of the materials are from the Ponca City 
News. The newspapers document various significant events during World War II, the histories of the No. 6 BFTS in 
Ponca City and the No. 3 BFTS in Miami, and the post-war activities of the flight schools’ cadets.  
 
IV. Maps, 1936-2006 
1.8 linear feet (4 boxes, 36 items) 
     This series includes all of the oversize maps in the collection. The date range of this series is 1936-2006.  
     The smaller maps are divided between two boxes. The first box contains sectional aeronautical charts printed by 
the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey that plot the regions surrounding various airports in the United States. The maps 
are arranged chronologically (from the most recent date to the oldest). The second box contains Oklahoma maps and 
aeronautical charts. It also includes the following miscellaneous maps: a map listing the international index numbers 
for the United States, an AAF aeronautical chart, a Civil Aeronautics Authority radio facility map, and a poster of an 
aerial image showing the curvature of the earth. The Oklahoma maps and the miscellaneous maps are both arranged 
chronologically (from the most recent date to the oldest). 
     The larger maps are also divided between two boxes. The third map box includes maps of various parts of the 
United States. The box includes the plot plan for Darr School of Aeronautics, regional aeronautical charts printed by 
the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, and Mercator projection maps of various regions of the United States printed 
by the U.S. Army Map Service. The U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey maps and the U.S. Army Map Service maps 
are both arranged chronologically (from the most recent date to the oldest). 
     The last map box includes maps and charts of areas outside of the United States. The box includes a “Newsmap” 
published by the U.S. Government Printing Office that details troop movements on the various war fronts in June 
1943 (with the “Eastern” front being the chief focal point). The box also includes maps of various areas of the 
United Kingdom printed by the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain and/or the U.S. Army Engineer Reproduction 
Plant and a map of Berlin, Germany printed by the U.S. Army Engineer Reproduction Plant. Those maps are 
organized chronologically (from the most recent date to the oldest). In addition, the box includes Mercator 
projection maps of various locations in Europe published by the U.S. Army Map Service, the War Office and the 
U.S. Army Engineer Reproduction Plant. They are arranged chronologically (from the most recent date to the 
oldest). Lastly, the box includes three copies of a Mercator projection map of the Solomon Islands printed by the 
U.S. Army Map Service.  
 
V. Media, 1944-2014 
.50 linear feet (1 box, 52 items) 
     This series is composed of various multimedia materials. The date range of the series is 1944-2012. The series 
includes VHS tapes, a DVD, CDs, and various types of audio cassette tapes. There are several other CDs (mainly 
containing photograph files) interspersed throughout the collection that are not included in this series. 
     Each item in the box is grouped with similar items. The materials within each individual group are arranged in 
chronological order (from the oldest date to the most recent). The first VHS tape contains footage of Ponca City 
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from the 1940s, including video of RAF cadets boarding a train. The other VHS tape, entitled Pike’s Peak by Rail: 
The Manitou and Pike’s Peak Railway, is a documentary film regarding the cog railroad that runs to the top of 
Pike’s Peak in Colorado. The lone DVD, entitled Crew 713: The Men Who Flew “The Irishman’s Shanty”, is a 
documentary film concerning the history of the “O’Sullivan Crew 713”, an American B-24 bomber crew during 
World War II.  
     There are also three data CDs. The first, labeled “John Facer’s Collection”, includes images of magazine covers, 
links to web pages, images of scrapbook pages, logbook instructions, photographs, maps, autobiographical 
materials, etc. The second CD includes 33 photographs of World War II-era aircraft. The CD is labelled “Joint Air 
Reconnaissance Intelligence Centre -- Royal Air Force, No. 3 BFTS – Unclassified.” The final CD in the series 
contains an audio recording of a lecture by Bill McCash entitled “Training RAF Pilots in USA During World War 
II”, delivered before the Royal Aeronautical Society, Gatwick Branch. There is also a copy of the lecture on a 
cassette tape. The microcassettes in the series contain recordings of interviews with J.E. Ledbetter, a former 
mechanic at Darr School of Aeronautics, and Rick Brown, a former Darr School cadet. 
 
Related collections 
     Archive Collection. Royal Air Force Museum, London, England 
     No. 3 BFTS Special Collection. NEO Library, Northeastern Oklahoma A&M College 
     Rees World War II Letters Collection. University of Central Oklahoma Archives & Special Collections 
     Sidney Bray World War II Collection. University of Central Oklahoma Archives & Special Collections 
 
Preferred citation 





I. BFTS History, 1937-2015 
Box#: 
File # 
Folder Heading Dates 
021004:1 Oklahoma Heritage Association -- Gini Moore Campbell 2006-09-05 
021004:2 Conoco -- WWII; Moran & Colonel Harris 1941-2000 
021004:3 Children of WWII 1999-2000 
021004:4 Ponca City WWII Pilots -- Newspaper Articles 1942, ca. – 1989 
021004:5 Staff at Darr School of Aeronautics 1943-2011 
021004:6 Imperial War Museum 1940-2006 
021004:7 Roster No. 6 BFTS 1942-2012 
021004:8 IOOF Cadets 1942-2008 
021004:9 Miscellaneous ND 
021004:10 RAF Cadets Buried at Ponca City & Miami 1948-2007 
021004:11 Chamber of Commerce -- Ponca City 1937-2012 
021004:12 Miscellaneous Photograph ND 
021004:13 USAAF 2006 
021004:14 RAF Cadets Unknown 1941 
021004:15 American Cadets at Darr 1943-2007 
021004:16 Bundles for Britain 2001 
021004:17 Adams, Joe C2 6BFTS 1942 
021004:18 Addington, Gurth -- Darr Course 6 1988-1995 
021004:19 Aston, Robert -- Course 11 2006 
021004:20 Auld, John 2007-2010 
021004:21 Arnold Scheme 1989 
021004:22 Ashman, Lewis -- Darr Course 17 2004 
021004:23 Barnes, W.H. "Billy" -- Darr Course 2 1941-2007 
021004:24 Barrington, Jack -- Darr Course 7; Dutton, Elsie D. 1937-2008 
021004:25 Bashford, R. -- 6BFTS 1943-2011 
021004:26 Beetham, Sir Michael 2006-2008 
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021004:27 Bellamy, Ken -- Darr Course 8 2005, ca. 
021004:28 Beresford, Howard 1962-2003 
021004:29 Brown, Bertie -- Course 1/2 Darr 1988 
021004:30 Brown, Eric J. "Rick" -- Darr Course 15/16 1984-2012 
021004:31 Bruce-Gardner, Brian - Darr Course 15 1984 
021004:32 Burnett, G. -- Darr Course 3 1942 
021004:33 Chadwick, John -- Darr Course 11 2003 
021004:34 Clapham, Ken -- Darr Instructor 1943-2012 
021004:35 Clarke, Noel R. -- Darr Course 2 2004-2008 
021004:36 Coe, Colonel Dewey 2007 
021004:37 Cogman, Harold -- Darr Course 1 1984-2005 
021004:38 Collins, Hugh 6BFTS 1986 
021004:39 Cox, Doris 6BFTS ND 
021004:40 Cox, Michael J. 6BFTS 1943-2009 
021004:41 Dalton, Jack F.M., Darr Course 12 2005 
021004:42 Darr, Harold 1944-1945 
021004:43 Dixon, Alta 2002-2014 
021004:44 Dobson, Mike 6BFTS 2005 
021004:45 Dunford, John 6BFTS 1943-2007 
021004:46 Eaton, Jerry -- Darr Course 6 2004-2005 
021004:47 Fern, Brian #9 1943-2012 
021004:48 Flannery, John P. 1986-02-12 
021004:49 Fielding-Johnson, Hugh -- Darr Course 6 1945-2005 
021004:50 Formby, George 6BFTS 1943-05-10 
021004:51 Forster, Max 2009-2011 
021004:52 Fuller, W.O. Family -- Ponca City 1942-1957 
021004:53 Garside, Kenneth 6BFTS 2008 
021004:54 Gilbert, Reg -- Darr Course 14 1946-2005 
021004:55 Gill, Harry -- Darr Course 4 2004-2008 
021004:56 Ginsberg, Bertie -- Darr Course 17 2003-2005 
021004:57 Graham, Don -- Darr Course 1 1991 
021004:58 Greaves, Peter -- Darr Course 10 1996-2005 
021004:59 Greenburg, Lou -- Darr Course 6 1995-2005 
021004:60 Grogan, Cyril 6BFTS 2005 
021004:61 Grogan, Cyril Paddy 3BFTS -- "My Life: Paddy Grogan" 2005-11-01 
021004:62 Hennessey, Tom 6BFTS 1999 
021004:63 Hennessey, Peter DePaul 6BFTS1 2006-2007 
021004:64 Henry, Earl INST 2007-2013 
021004:65 Hill, C.T. -- Darr Instructor 2005-2007 
021004:66 Hocker Family 1948-2005 
021004:67 Hookings, Eric W. -- Darr Course 11 1944-2006 
021004:68 Horlick, Gordon -- Darr Instructor 1942 
021004:69 Houston, Allan Hamilton -- Darr Course 17 2012 
021004:70 Igglesden, Mike -- Darr Course 10 2002-2012 
021004:71 Hyde, Eric -- Darr Course 13 1987 
021004:72 Jenkins, "Mama" 1945-2004 
021004:73 Jenkins, Peter 6BFTS 1943-05-10 
021004:74 Jerger, Henry 1943-2011 
021004:75 Guinn, Gilbert 1984-2008 
021004:76 Graduation Ceremonies 1942-1991 
021004:77 Gutshall, William -- Darr Course (U.S.) ND 
021004:78 Harrop, Eric -- No. 3 BFTS -- Diary from Herndon, UK 1942-1943 
021004:79 Eggleston, Angus 6BFTS 1943-05-10 
021004:80 Hendon Museum -- RAF Holdings 1992-2007 
021004:81 Hardy, William 6BFTS 2009 
021004:82 Kelson, William B. – Instructor 1941-2007 
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021004:83 Kemp, Reg -- Darr Course 12 1944-09-15 
021004:84 Kirkpatrick Museum – OKC 1944-2000 
021004:85 #6 BFTS Darr School of Aeronautics, Inc. History; German POWs in 
Oklahoma; WWII Pilot Training Questionnaire 
1986 
021005:1 Kirrage, Geoff 6BFTS 1943-05-10 
021005:2 Ledbetter, J.E. 2005 
021005:3 Lesson Cards for Darr School in Flight Patterns ND 
021005:4 Ludlow, Dan 6BFTS 2002 
021005:5 Macfadzean, Robert -- Course 6 1940-2012 
021005:6 Macmillan, John R. 2011-2012 
021005:7 Marshall, Ray 6BFTS 2006 
021005:8 McCash, Bill 1994-08-31 
021005:9 McComb, Bob -- Darr Instructor 1942-1984 
021005:10 McNiece, Jake ND 
021005:11 McVay, C.M. 1988 
021005:12 Memorial Services 1987-2005 
021005:13 Miles, Jim 2001, ca. 
021005:14 Murdock, Scott 2000-2002 
021005:15 Murray, Earl 1943-2007 
021005:16 Nabbs, Stanley 6BFTS 1943-2007 
021005:17 Neilson, William 6BFTS 2005-2006 
021005:18 Newman, Ted -- Darr Course 13 1945-2015, ca. 
021005:19 Norman, Malcolm -- Darr Course 17 2003-2004 
021005:20 O'Cathain, Baroness Detta 2004-2005 
021005:21 Olorenshaw, David -- Darr Course 9 1984-2005 
021005:22 Parnell, Don -- Darr Course 17 2003 
021005:23 Payne, Ernest B. 6BFTS 2008 
021005:24 Pearce, David 6BFTS 2000-2008 
021005:25 Perry, Denis 2005-2008 
021005:26 Phillips, Robert "Bob" -- Darr Course 13 1984-1988 
021005:27 Pitcher, Bob 6BFTS 2006-06-21 
021005:28 Pow Wows 1991-2004 
021005:29 Prado, Ralph 6BFTS AAC 2007-10-31 
021005:30 Price, John C. -- Darr Course 17 1943-2008 
021005:31 Price, John C. -- Darr Course 17 – Memoirs 1943-2005 
021005:32 Puddy, G.S. -- Darr Course 14 1987-1999 
021005:33 Pugh, Eddie -- Darr Course 16 1943-2003 
021005:34 Questionnaires -- Old and New ND 
021005:35 Radford, Vernon -- Darr Course 17 2003 
021005:36 RAF Education on the Internet 2004 
021005:37 Ravitts, Gail S. and Rick -- Data & Photos 1943-2005 
021005:38 Reunion -- 1984 -- Ponca City 1976-1991 
021005:39 Reunion -- 1989 -- Ponca City 1986-1991 
021005:40 Reunion -- 1991 -- Ponca City 1943-2012 
021005:41 Reunion -- 1991 -- Ponca City -- File 2 1990-2009 
021005:42 Salkin, Alf -- Darr Course 14 2005 
021005:43 Salyers, O.A. -- 6BFTS 1996-2005 
021005:44 Sealey, David -- Darr Course 13 2000-2003 
021005:45 Sherwood Forest WWII 2007 
021005:46 Ships 1997-2006 
021005:47 Short, Alec J. -- Darr Course 13 2001-2002 
021005:48 Sim, G. Don -- 6BFTS 2005 
021005:49 Sims, A. Burt -- Darr Course 7 1944-2013 
021005:50 The Life and Memories of Albert Sims: An Autobiography by Albert 
Sims 
2003 
021005:51 Smith, Peter W. -- Darr Course 15 1945-2008, ca. 
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021005:52 Snell, Anthony -- Darr Course 1 ND 
021005:53 Spencer, Albert -- Darr Course 16 1997-2000 
021005:54 "My War and Peace in Aviation" by Albert Spencer ND 
021005:55 Sports 1942 
021005:56 Riekie, David -- Darr Course 11 1988-2005 
021005:57 Roosevelt, Eleanor 2006 
021006:1 Simpson, Ken -- Darr Course 13 1984-08-23 
021006:2 St. Clement Danes 2001-2005, ca. 
021006:3 St. Clair, Betty Page 1941-2010 
021006:4 Stredwick, A.H. -- Darr or Miami? 2005-02-02 
021006:5 Stone, Dennis -- Darr Course 17 1944-2005 
021006:6 Such, George -- Darr Course 5 1980-2005 
021006:7 Tails Up 1942-1997 
021006:8 Taylor, Lillian 1942-2007 
021006:9 Thompson, Charles B. 2001 
021006:10 Thorne, James Neal -- Course 7 1956 
021006:11 Timperley, L.J. -- Darr Course 13; Shelton, Marjorie/Inskeep, Derek 1943-2008 
021006:12 "A Rose for Laurie" by Marjorie Shelton 2001, ca. 
021006:13 Twomey, Vince -- Darr Course 1 1941-1999 
021006:14 Urch, Sydney -- 6BFTS 1941-1991 
021006:15 USO -- Ponca City 1944-1945 
021006:16 Vaudeville Program -- Darr Students 1943 
021006:17 Victor, Paul -- Darr Instructor 1943-2007 
021006:18 Wainright, John 1942 
021006:19 Wakeman, Ronald, DFC -- Darr Course 8 2005 
021006:20 Ward, Stan -- Darr Course 12/13 1943-2000 
021006:21 Watson, Alan -- Darr Course 11 1941-2007 
021006:22 Welsch, Jack -- Darr Instructor 1997 
021006:23 Westcott, Ken -- 6BFTS 17 2005 
021006:24 Whittaker, Ron -- Darr Course 2 1945-2006 
021006:25 Wiles, Phyllis Mann 2005-2006 
021006:26 Williams, William K. – Darr 3/4 2005 
021006:27 Youens, Ernest R. -- Course 17 2014 
021006:28 Youens, Jack -- Darr Course 13 2004-2006 
021006:29 Course 1 – Darr 1941-2001 
021006:30 Course 2 – Darr 1942-1993 
021006:31 Course 3 – Darr 1943-2002 
021006:32 Course 4 – Darr 1985-1990 
021006:33 Course 5 – Darr 1943-1989 
021006:34 Course 6 – Darr 1989-2012 
021006:35 Course 7 – Darr 1942-1994 
021006:36 Course 8 – Darr 1984-1987 
021006:37 Course 9 – Darr 1943-1993, ca. 
021006:38 Course 10 – Darr 1941-1993 
021006:39 Course 11 – Darr 1942-1992 
021006:40 Course 12 – Darr 1943-1993 
021006:41 Course 13 – Darr 1943-1993 
021006:42 Course 14 – Darr 1943-1993 
021006:43 Course 15 – Darr 1943-1999 
021006:44 Course 16 – Darr 1944, ca.- 1991 
021006:45 Course 17 – Darr 1945-1995 
021006:46 No. 5 BFTS -- Clewiston, FL 1989 
021006:47 RAF Pictures ND 
021006:48 Maintenance Personnel 1993 
021006:49 RAF Ponca Reunions 1984-2012 
021006:50 No. 3 BFTS -- Miami, OK (Spartan) 1955-2014 
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021006:51 3BFTS Employees ND 
021006:52 3BFTS Photographs, World War II Britain Images, & Miscellaneous 1940-2006 
021006:53 Newsletters & Newspaper Articles: No. 1 BFTS & No. 3 BFTS 1943-2013 
021007:1 3BFTS -- Various Files 1941-2014 
021007:2 2005 Reunion 3BFTS 2005 
021007:3 Northeastern Oklahoma A&M College – Miami ND 
021007:4 Vultee BT-13A 2000-2005 
021007:5 Fairchild PT-19A 2000-2006 
021007:6 Miscellaneous Notes ND 
021007:7 Miami Odds & Ends 1944-2009 
021007:8 Andersen, Loren O. -- 3BFTS USAAC 1944-2007 
021007:9 Baldwin, Al -- 3BFTS 2007-2008 
021007:10 Baxter, Raymond -- 3BFTS 2002-2007 
021007:11 Bobbin, Ted 2011 
021007:12 Brown, Norman Nichol -- 3BFTS 2005, ca. 
021007:13 Brink, Marion Jack -- 3BFTS 2007 
021007:14 Bracey, William -- 3BFTS 2013 
021007:15 Burns, Norman -- 3BFTS 2004-2006 
021007:16 Clark, Howard -- 3BFTS 2006 
021007:17 Coleman Theatre 2004 
021007:18 Cox, Gordon C. -- 3BFTS 2007 
021007:19 Davis, Dave -- 3BFTS 2005 
021007:20 Dinnie, David -- 3BFTS 2005 
021007:21 Duck, Stanley -- 3BFTS 2005 
021007:22 Eaton, Doug -- 3BFTS 1997-07-30 
021007:23 Elwood, Ken -- 3BFTS ND 
021007:24 Emmerson, Ron -- 3BFTS 1994-2007 
021007:25 Facer, John -- 3BFTS 1998-2007 
021007:26 Grieve, Adam -- 3BFTS 1943-2007 
021007:27 Hammond, David -- 3BFTS ND 
021007:28 Haslam, Brian -- 3BFTS 2002-2005 
021007:29 Halvorsen, Col. Gail, Miami U.S. 1997-2006 
021007:30 Hill, Mrs. Frances May 1956-2005 
021007:31 Hoare, D.H. -- 3BFTS 2004-10-22 
021007:32 Hulme-Jones, Charles 1943 
021007:33 Jones, Ralph -- 3BFTS 1941-2008 
021007:34 Jordan, Victor -- 3BFTS 2008-2010 
021007:35 Lair, Marie -- 3BFTS ND 
021007:36 Lancaster, Ivan -- 3BFTS ND 
021007:37 Langer, John Francis -- 3BFTS 2005 
021007:38 Lawrance, Norman -- 3BFTS 1943-2007 
021007:39 Lord, Jim -- 3BFTS 2007 
021007:40 Maddox, Deryk -- 3BFTS 1942-2009 
021007:41 Marsh, A.R. -- 3BFTS ND 
021007:42 Mayer, George -- 3BFTS 1984 
021007:43 McCallum, Peter -- 3BFTS 1941 
021007:44 McDonald, Ian -- 3BFTS 2005 
021007:45 Messenger, Frances -- 3BFTS 2011 
021007:46 Mills, Roger -- 3BFTS 1943-2006 
021007:47 Moverly, Peter -- 3BFTS 2013 
021007:48 Nicholson, Larry 1994-2010 
021007:49 Miscellaneous BFTS 1939-2012 
021007:50 Odell, Ken S. -- 3BFTS 2005 
021007:51 Parkins -- 3BFTS 2008 
021007:52 Quine, John W. -- 3BFTS 2005 
021007:53 Rayson, John -- 3BFTS 2008 
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021007:54 Ryan, Norman -- 3BFTS 2007 
021007:55 Sloan, Ron A. -- 3BFTS ND 
021007:56 Smith, Dave -- 3BFTS 1945-2008 
021007:57 Thomas, Alan -- 3BFTS 1991-2006 
021007:58 Thirkettle, Maurice H. -- 3BFTS 2005 
021007:59 Snell, Frederick "Nev" -- 3BFTS 1944-2006 
021007:60 Wadley, Tony -- 3BFTS 2002-2007 
021007:61 Wessale, John O. -- 3BFTS 1943-2006 
021007:62 West, William J. -- 3BFTS 2005 
021007:63 Zdanowicz, Frank J. -- No. 15, 3BFTS 2013 
021007:64 No. 2BFTS -- Polaris Flight Academy, California 2004-2006 
021007:65 No. 4BFTS - Falcon Field, Arizona 1945-2004 
021007:66 Barber, Dennis -- 4BFTS 2007 
021007:67 No. 5 BFTS – Florida 2000-2006 
021007:68 Open Post -- No. 3 BFTS 1943-2006 
021007:69 Various World War II Allied Aircraft 1965-2007 
021007:70 Boeing PT-17 1942-2005 
021007:71 Avro Lancaster 2005-2011 
021008:1 No. 1BFTS -- Terrell, Texas 1944, ca. – 2013 
021008:2 Marketing 1941-2009 
021008:3 Oklahoma: Magazine of the Oklahoma Heritage Association -- Fall 2007 
- August 2010 
2007-2010 
021008:4 Commonwealth War Graves Commission Annual Reports: 2011-2014 2011-2014 
021008:5 This England's Country Calendar: 2008-2012 2008-2012 
021008:6 No. 6 British Flying Training School -- Ponca City, Oklahoma -- 
Operations Record Book 
2005 
021008:7 Photocopies: Darr School Map & Stationery, RAF Course Photographs 1989 
021008:8 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 1 – Various ND 
021008:9 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 2 – Various 1943 
021008:10 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 3 – Various ND 
021008:11 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 4 -- Bert Sims Photos 1943 
021008:12 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 5 – Various 1946-2005 
021008:13 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 6 -- Barnes, E-2 ND 
021008:14 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 7 – Miami 1944-2005 
021008:15 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 8 -- Exhibit & Reunion 1942-2005 
021008:16 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 9 -- Alf Salkin 2005 
021008:17 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 10 -- D-2 2005 
021008:18 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 11 -- Riekle -- Anthony, Kansas 2005 
021008:19 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 12 -- D-1 1943-2005 
021008:20 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 13 -- E-1 2005 
021008:21 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 14 – Barrington 2005 
021008:22 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 15 – Fuller 1942-1945 
021008:23 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 16 – Wiles 1944 
021008:24 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 17 – Plimmer 1942 
021008:25 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 18 – Smyer 1941-1945 
021008:26 RAF Photo Log -- Denson: File 19 -- Photo Index Forms ND 
021008:27 Miami Photos -- Paula Denson 1941-2005 
021008:28 Air-Crew Lecture Notes 1941-1944 
021016:1 Lillian Taylor's Notebook for the Darr School Reunion, September 27-
29, 1984 
1976-1988 
021090:1 6 BFTS Scrapbook ND 
021090:2 #6 BFTS Scrapbook: Mr & Mrs Art Dixon 1941-1944 
021090:3 Urch, Syd: RAF Scrapbook ND 
021091:1 No. 6 BFTS Ponca City RAF Banner ND 
021091:2 Flight Record & Log: William Kelson, Book #3 ND 
021091:3 Flight Record & Log: William Kelson Book #4 ND 
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021091:4 No. 6 BFTS Flag/Banner ND 
 
II. Museum Collections, 1937-2015 
021000:1 "So Long, Cousins" -- The Daily Oklahoman, Sunday, April 23, 1944, 
Page C12 
1944-04-23 
021000:2 Ponca City News Midweek, Wednesday, October 9, 1991, Pages C1-2 1991-10-09 
021000:3 "A Bit of England in Oklahoma" -- The Daily Oklahoman, Sunday, 
November 16, 1941, Page D3 
1941-11-16 
021000:4 Laminated Sheet Containing Photocopies of 6 Newspaper Clippings 
regarding 6BFTS -- Darr School of Aeronautics 
1941 
021000:5 "Darr Found Natural Facilities in Ponca City For His School to Train 
Young British Pilots"; "Chamber of Commerce Committee Carried Out 
Negotiations With the Army for Darr School" 
1945, ca. 
021000:6 "'Boys Left Behind'" Are Not Forgotten" -- Orbit Magazine, May 28, 
1972, Page 10 
1972-05-28 
021000:7 "Former British Cadet Finds a Different Ponca City" -- The Ponca City 
News, Monday, October 12, 1981 -- Page A8 
1981-10-12 
021000:8 "Pilot Comes 'Home' for Darr Reunion" -- The Ponca City News, 
Sunday, September 30, 1984 -- Page A8, 11 
1984-09-30 
021000:9 "Some Local Street Names Reflect History of the Area" -- The Ponca 
City News, Sunday, January 13, 1985, Page A10 
1985-01-13 
021000:10 "Local Service Held for RAF Cadet Who Trained at Darr" -- The Ponca 
City News, Wednesday, June 24, 1987, Page A11; Congressional 
Record, House of Representatives Honors BFTS Members, Hon. Ralph 
M. Hall of Texas -- Thursday, December 10, 1987 
1987-06-24 - 
1987-12-10 
021000:11 "Brits Recall Base That Sent Them Soaring" -- Dallas Times Herald, July 
12, 1987, Pages B1, 4 
1987-07-12 
021000:12 "NARFE Members Among 172 Interns Serving as Congressional Aides" 
-- The Ponca City News, Wednesday, June 22, 1988, Page C2 
1988-06-22 
021000:13 Photo with Caption "Lillian Taylor Shows Some of the Braniff Airline 
Memorabilia Collected as a Part of the Aviation History of Ponca City" -- 
The Ponca City News, Sunday, January 15, 1989 -- Page A18 
1989-01-15 
021000:14 "Aviation Community Gathers Here to Receive Darr School Documents" 
-- The Ponca City News, Wednesday, March 8, 1989 -- Page C5 
1989-03-08 
021000:15 "B-17 Ink Drawing Brings Memories For New Judge" -- The Ponca City 
News, Wednesday, October 18, 1989 -- Page C1 
1989-10-18 
021000:16 "WBBZ to Honor Returning Cadets" -- The Ponca City News, October 
10, 1991, Page A2 
1991-10-10 
021000:17 "E. Dee Barrington" Obituary -- The Ponca City News, Sunday, May 5, 
1991 -- Page A6 
1991-05-05 
021000:18 "Darr School Reunion to be 'Royal' Event" -- The Ponca City News, 
Wednesday, October 2, 1991 
1991-10-02 
021000:19 "Former RAF Pilots Preparing to Renew Old PC Friendships" & 
"Scottish Piper Part of Memorial Services" -- The Ponca City News, 
Wednesday, October 9, 1991, Page C1 
1991-10-09 
021000:20 "Former Royal Air Force Pilots Relive Ponca City Memories" -- The 
Daily Oklahoman, Friday, October 11, 1991 -- Page 12 
1991-10-11 
021000:21 "RAF Cadets Killed During Training To Be Honored at Darr Ceremony" 
-- The Ponca City News, Friday, October 11, 1991 -- Page A1 
1991-10-11 
021000:22 "Men With Varied Backgrounds Have One Thing in Common" -- The 
Ponca City News, Sunday, October 13, 1991 -- Page A2 
1991-10-13 
021000:23 Photo with Caption "A Gift from England to the Citizens of Ponca City 
was Accepted by Mayor Carl Balcer During the Wings Dinner of the No. 
6 British Flying Training School 50th Anniversary Reunion" - The Ponca 




021000:24 "Stars and Stripes, Union Jack 'Fly Together' During Reunion" -- The 
Ponca City News, Monday, October 14, 1991, Page A1 
1991-10-14 
021000:25 "Cultural Legacy of RAF Training Here Continues" -- The Ponca City 
News, Wednesday, October 16, 1991 
1991-10-16 
021000:26 "PC Flight School Memorabilia Heads 'To England with Love'" -- The 
Ponca City News, Wednesday, April 29, 1992, Page C4 
1992-04-29 
021000:27 "Royal Opening at Air Museum" Photo with Caption 1997, ca. 
021000:28 "British Pilot Trained Here" -- The Ponca City News, Wednesday, 
February 3, 1999 
1999-02-03 
021000:29 "Free Admission to Museum Saturday: Lillian Taylor Named PWM 
Woman of the Year" -- The Ponca City News, Wednesday, September 
10, 2003, Page A5 
2003-09-10 
021000:30 Syllabus of Flying Progress Tests in Elementary Term 1942-06-22 
021000:31 Photograph of 6BFTS Cadets in Ponca City, OK, 1943 1943 
021000:32 John L. Bovey Flight Log & Newspaper Articles 1943-06-21 - 
1943-06-30 
021000:33 Armed Forces Induction Station -- Tulsa, Oklahoma -- Special Orders 
No. 182 
1943-07-14 
021000:34 Darr School of Aeronautics Advanced Flying Training Schedule 1943-09-02 
021000:35 Basic -- Advanced Course For Instructors -- Basic 1 Hour Cockpit 
Familiarization 
ND 
021000:36 Instructor's Check Sheet on Cross-Country Navigation ND 
021000:37 Instructor's Standardization Flight Course For Use in Primary 
Commercial Instructor's Refresher Schools 
ND 
021000:38 Foreword to "Tails Up" by Mr. Hal S. Darr ND 
021000:39 Governor David Boren Proclamation of April 12, 1976: Appreciating and 
Commemorating British Flying Training Schools in Oklahoma 
1976-04-12 
021000:40 6BFTS Association Darr School 50th Anniversary Celebration Schedule 
of Events 
1991 
021000:41 "France and England are Big Targets for Germany" -- Life Magazine, 
9/25/1939 
1939-09-25 
021000:42 Life Magazine, 3/31/1941, pages 59-60, 125-126 1941-03-31 
021000:43 Galbraith, D.S. -- Flight School Examinations & Flying Charts 1943-01-26 - 
1943-11-23 
021000:44 Galbraith. D.S. -- Co. 15 Wings Examination 1944-01-21 
021000:45 Poster -- "See the Belle of Ponca at the Grand Vaudeville to be Presented 
by British and American Cadets of 6 B.F.T.S. Ponca City" 
1943 
021000:46 An Oklahoma Victory Garden Guide 1944 
021000:47 U.S. Army Weather Service Surface Weather Observations Chart 1944-11-01 
021000:48 Photograph of 13 Course 6BFTS and Assorted BFTS, Sidmouth, January 
1944 
1944-01 
021000:49 Photograph of 17 Course 6BFTS, E. 1. & E. 2., Ponca City, Oklahoma, 
March 1944 
1944-03 
021000:50 Photograph of 17 Course 6BFTS, F. 1. & F. 2., Ponca City, Oklahoma, 
March 1944 
1944-03 
021000:51 Photograph of Flight Sgt. John L. Smith, RAF Instructor -- 3BFTS ND 
021000:52 Photograph of Plane with Wing Chopped Off ND 
021000:53 Photograph of David King (Former Darr Student) & Wing Commander 
Shaw at the Dedication of the Royal Air Force Exhibit at the Kirkpatrick 
Center 
1989, ca. 
021000:54 6BFTS Ponca City Association -- Scroll of Outstanding Merit Awarded 
to Paul Victor 
1967 
021000:55 Governor Mary Fallin Proclamation of November 10, 2012 as Royal Air 
Force in Oklahoma Remembrance Day 
2012-11-10 
021000:56 Bartlesville Examiner-Enterprise Oklahoma Centennial Calendar 2007 
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021000:57 Oversize Photocopies of Newspaper Articles, Photographs, & 
Miscellaneous 
1937-2003 
021001:1 BT-13 (Basic Trainer) "Vultee" Image ND 
021001:2 "Forty-One Points to Nil: Our Rugger Game with No. 3 B.F.T.S." by 
D.W. Crouch 
ND 
021001:3 Photograph of 6BFTS Course 7 Primary Graduation, July 1942 1942-07 
021001:4 North American AT-6, No. 3BFTS -- Copy of a Watercolor c. 1943 1943, ca. 
021001:5 Cover of The Red Triangle, February-March 1943, Featuring Article 
"Women at War" 
1943 
021001:6 Photo of Lancaster Bomber "W" For Willie & Crew Members 1943-1944, ca. 
021001:7 Photograph of David King (Former Darr Student) & Wing Commander 
Shaw at the Dedication of the Royal Air Force Exhibit at the Kirkpatrick 
Center 
1989, ca. 
021001:8 "Our Point of View: Preserving History" -- Norman Transcript 1989-09-13 
021001:9 Framed Copy of Painting Entitled "Peeling Off" ND 
021001:10 Roll of Honour -- 6BFTS -- Ponca City, Oklahoma USA -- Book ND 
021001:11 5 Hat Bills with Inscriptions from 6BFTS Cadets 1943-12 
021001:12 Darr School of Aeronautics -- Ponca City, OK – Patch ND 
021001:13 6 Patches from the Ponca City Air Museum ND 
021001:14 "Planes" 2015 Calendar 2015 
021001:15 Plaque Featuring the Text of the Poem "High Flight" by John Gillespie 
Magee, Jr. 
ND 
021001:16 Pieces of Canvas from 6BFTS: Course 12 Signatures & Information on 
1942 Plane Crash involving Instructor and Student 
1942-1943, ca. 
021001:17 American Flag ND 
021001:18 2 Plastic Miniature "Union Jack" Flags ND 
021001:19 Miniature Oklahoma State Flag ND 
021001:20 5 Miniature American Flags ND 
021001:21 Miniature British Flying Training School Flag ND 
021001:22 Shopping Bag from Glorious Britain Gifts and Souvenirs ND 
021008:29 RAF Collection -- Collection List with Descriptions  2015 
021008:30 RAF Booklist 2015 
021008:31 RAF Lists: Photos Summary, Shelf List, Archives Summary 2015 
021008:32 Jacobs, Harold -- 3BFTS: "Top Stick" Book & Letter 1985-2002 
021008:33 Jacobs, Harold & Howe, Vic -- Letters to Lillian Taylor, 1985-1989 1985-03-16 - 
1989-05-22 
021008:34 Jacobs, Harold -- Letter to Lillian Taylor & 3BFTS Roster 1988-11-16 -
1988-11-22 
021008:35 "British Flying Training Schools in the USA" -- "Air 41" History of the 
BFTSs in USA 
2005 
021008:36 "Bomber Team" vs. "Fighter Team" Cadet Rugby Match Program ND 
021008:37 Twomey, Vincent H. -- 6BFTS: Copies of Alien Registration Card and 
Event Invitations 
1942 
021008:38 Ponca Military Academy Newspaper Article Excerpts 1940, ca. 
021008:39 Taylor, Lillian Letter to Mr. & Mrs. Victor Howe 1989-06-05 
021008:40 6BFTS Association Membership Information ND 
021008:41 "A Yank in the R.A.F." -- "Tails Up" May 1942 1942 
021008:42 "The Eagle Squadrons," Chapter 4 of "The Airmen"; "World War II 
Letters" Forward by Adm. Stansfield Turner 
ND 
021008:43 Mead, Johanne Obituary 2014-07-16 
021008:44 "Come for Breakfast, Enjoy Aviation History" -- Ponca City News, 
February 4, 2015 
2015-02-04 
021008:45 RAF in Oklahoma Stickers ND 
021008:46 Photos Summary: Assessment of Missing Files from RAF Files 2015-01-09 
021008:47 "PGS Plans Monthly Meeting Monday" 2014, ca. 
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021008:48 Flying Stallion Wing Certificate: 6BFTS & Wives, Friends, etc.; Letter 
from Dick Darnell to E.J. Brown 
1988-1993 
021008:49 "The Oklahoma Flag...Designed by a Fluke" by Marquetta Griswold 
Brown & Louise Fluke Oklahoma Flag Plaza Brochure 
1996 
021008:50 6BFTS Association Chairman Ron Whittaker Letter to Governor Frank 
Keating -- Published in Tails Up! Bulletin No. 10, June 1995 
1995-04-22 - 
1995-06 
021008:51 Ponca City Centennial Plaza Monument Materials 1993 
021008:52 Photo of Memorial for John S. "Jack" Barrington ND 
021008:53 6BFTS Honors, Memorials, & Articles; Twomey, Vincent Visa & Alien 
Registration Documents 
1941-1995 
021008:54 Research on 6BFTS Course 13 by Bob Phillips -- Flying Times of 
Course 2 
1988-1993 
021008:55 Reunion -- Albrighton -- October 9-12, 1997 1997 
021008:56 RAF 1984 Reunion Packet 1984 
021008:57 RAF Harrogate Reunion 2001 2001 
021008:58 6BFTS Reunion -- Salisbury 2000 2000 
021008:59 "Ponca City Yesterday: A Brief Narrative" by Gary L. Stephens; Darr 
School Timeline August 1941-August 1943; Maxwell Balfour 
Correspondence with Ponca City Chamber of Commerce 
1993 
021008:60 Kirkpatrick Center RAF Exhibit Opening & Ponca City Air Museum 
Dedication 
1989 
021008:61 The American Air Museum -- Duxford -- August 1, 1997 1997 
021008:62 Reunion -- Stratford-on-Avon -- October 3-5, 2003 2003 
021009:1 6BFTS 50th Anniversary Reunion 1991 1984-1991 
021009:2 6BFTS Instructors 1943 
021009:3 Urch, Sydney – Biography 1991-2000 
021009:4 Ward, Stanley -- Log Book Summaries 1943 
021009:5 Lillian Taylor Visit to Australia (c. VE Day) 1995 1987-1995 
021009:6 Operations Record Book: No. 4 British Flying Training School -- Falcon 
Field, Mesa, Arizona -- Courses 11-27 
1943-1945 
021009:7 Reunion 2002 Aspley Guise 2002 
021009:8 Darr School Flight Training Students who were Guests of Dr. & Mrs. 
Charles Hocker -- Ponca City 
1991-1999 
021009:9 No. 1BFTS Terrell, TX -- Vol. 5 Detached Flight 1945, ca. 
021009:10 The American Air Museum in Britain Official Opening Ceremony 
Program 
1997-08-01 
021009:11 Various 6BFTS Newspaper Articles 1984-1991 
021009:12 Pilot's and Flight Engineer's Notes for Stirling I, III, IV & Horsa I Glider 1944 
021009:13 12 Course Graduation 'Wings Dinner' Menu ND 
021009:14 Ward, Stan -- The Vaudeville 1943-2009 
021009:15 6BFTS No. 11 Course Graduation Banquet Menu & Program 1943-05-24 
021009:16 6BFTS Graduation Dinner & Ball Invitations 1942-1943 
021009:17 6BFTS Graduation Dinner Invitations -- Courses 14 & 15 1943-1944 
021009:18 Envelope Addressed to John C. Price, Darr School, RAF from First 
Presbyterian Church, Ponca City, Oklahoma -- John Vincent Minister 
1943-12-22 
021009:19 6BFTS Graduation Dinner Invitation 1944-02-03 
021009:20 6BFTS No. 9 Course Wings Dinner Invitation ND 
021009:21 6BFTS No. 1 Course Graduation Ball Invitation & Menu 1942-01-03 
021009:22 6BFTS 50th Reunion of Darr School 'Wings Dinner' Program -- Ponca 
City, Oklahoma -- October 11, 1991 
1991-10-11 
021009:23 6BFTS No. 9 Course Wings Dinner Menu 1943-02-18 
021009:24 6BFTS "Grand Vaudeville" Program 1943-07-03 
021009:25 6BFTS Remembrance Ceremony Programs, I.O.O.F Cemetery, Ponca 
City, Oklahoma 
2011-2012 
021009:26 Graves, Sandra L. Funeral Service Program 2014-12-11 
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021009:27 Photocopies of "Tails Up!" & Flight School Photographs; Ponca City 
Flight Enthusiasts; Miscellaneous World War II Research 
1942-2005 
021009:28 "B-52: America Helped by Old, Reliable Aircraft"  -- Antelope Valley 
Press, Tuesday, October 23, 2001 
2001-10-23 
021009:29 6BFTS Association: Letter from Lillian Taylor to Wing Commander P.J. 
Hibberd & Reunion Registration Form 
1997 
021009:30 How to Fly: A Complete Pre-Flight Training Course Illustrated and 
Prepared in Pilot Style 
1942 
021009:31 "A 1" & "E 2" Flight Notes ND 
021009:32 Braniff Airways Flight Route Map ND 
021009:33 The American Legion Magazine August 2005 -- Featuring Article 
"History over Hiroshima" by James V. Carroll 
2005 
021009:34 World War II EX RAF Online Museum Pages; Royal Air Force in Texas 
by Tom Killebrew Synopsis; Reviews of RAF Wings Over Florida by 
Will Largent 
2001-2004 
021009:35 Photograph of Darr School Hangar #3 National Register of Historic 
Places Certificate; Miscellaneous Notes & Contacts Associated with Darr 
School 
2005-2007 
021009:36 Borre, Len: Documentation of 6BFTS for 43-E Association -- GCTC 
Historical Records 
1987 
021009:37 Notes for the Guidance of Airmen Trainees Selected for Pilot and 
Observer Training at Certain Training Centres Overseas 
1941 
021009:38 Notes for Your Guidance 1941 
021009:39 Chapter XX: American Training in British Schools 1943 
021009:40 The Darr Flying School -- Term Paper by Gregg Motz ND 
021009:41 Miscellaneous 6BFTS History 1943-2014 
021009:42 Ward, Stan -- 6BFTS: Photographs ND 
021009:43 "Tails UP!" -- Bulletin of No. 6BFTS Association -- Various Issues 
Between Spring 1993 - September 2010 
1993-2010 
021009:44 Jonesy's Grill Menu -- Ponca City, Oklahoma 1943 
021009:45 Darr School of Aeronautics Special New Year's Dinner Menu 1944 1944 
021009:46 Souvenir Program of RAF Fighters vs. RAF Bombers Rugby Football 
Match -- 13 Course 
ND 
021009:47 Guest Book Given to Art and Alta Dixon by Lucille McPherson Jenkins 
"Mamma Jenks" 
1943 
021009:48 City of Ponca City Proclamation of November 5, 2011 as Darr School of 
Aeronautics No. 6 British Flying Training School Day 
2011-11-05 
021009:49 Flying at Sherburn: The Story of a Yorkshire Airfield by John Facer 
(3BFTS) 
1998-2008 
021009:50 3BFTS Photographs ND 
021009:51 6BFTS Course 11 Graduation Banquet Menu & Program 1943-05-24 
021009:52 Thurleigh Airfield 306th Bombardment Group Museum Brochure; 
Rushden Official Guide 
ND 
021009:53 Rushden, UK History: Letters Displayed at the "People Show" at the 
Rushden Heritage Center by Eric Fowell 
2000 
021009:54 My Life in the Royal Airforce 1942-1947 by Gordon C. Cox (3BFTS) 2007 
021009:55 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: Miscellaneous 1941-1944 
021009:56 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1941 1941 
021009:57 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1942 1942 
021009:58 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1943 1942-1943 
021009:59 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1944 1943-1944 
021009:60 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1945 1945 
021009:61 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1948 1948 
021009:62 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1949 & 1961 1949-1961 
021009:63 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1965 & 1976 1965-1976 
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021009:64 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1981 1981 
021009:65 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1984 1984 
021009:66 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1986-1988 1965-1997 
021009:67 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1989 1989-1993 
021009:68 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1991 1991 
021009:69 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 1993-1999 1991-1999 
021009:70 6BFTS Newspaper Clippings: 2003-2005 1945, ca. – 2005 
021009:71 Roll of Honour -- 6BFTS -- Ponca City, Oklahoma USA 1943-2011 
021010:1 "Royal Air Force Day in Oklahoma" -- The Oklahoma Aviator, June 
2009 
2009-06 
021010:2 Benedict, R.L. & Ynona 1940s Ponca City Film Correspondence; 
Marriage License Application for Higgins, Francis & Higdon, Alice 
1943-2005 
021010:3 "Tails Up!" -- Bulletin of No. 6BFTS Association -- July 1992 - July 
2007 
1976-2007 
021010:4 Course Photographs 1941, ca. – 1944 
021010:5 6BFTS Darr School of Aeronautics Examinations 1941, ca. – 1944 
021010:6 "RAF Students Recall Oklahoma Hospitality" by Michael McNutt -- The 
Sunday Oklahoman 
ND 
021010:7 6BFTS Association Correspondence 1986-03-25 - 
2005-11-10 
021010:8 Ponca City's Pioneer Woman Statue Photographs 1987-1988 
021010:9 Aeroplane Monthly Magazine Articles 1942-2009 
021010:10 Photograph of the Seven British Graves at I.O.O.F. Cemetery, Ponca 
City, Oklahoma 
ND 
021015:1 No. 1BFTS Museum Materials; 6BFTS Association Applications; Other 
Miscellaneous Materials 
1987-2015 
021015:2 The Vaudeville -- Ponca City 1943 1943 
021015:3 Victor, P.F. (6BFTS) -- Camera Gunnery Data & Basic Flight Training 
Instructions 
1943 
021015:4 Victor, P.F. (6BFTS) -- Form No. 1 Instruction Data to All Instructors 
and Students 
1943 
021015:5 Victor, P.F. (6BFTS) -- Darr School of Aeronautics Flight School 
Manual (Book # 237) 
1942 
021015:6 Victor, P.F. (6BFTS) -- Darr School of Aeronautics Instructional 
Materials 
1939-1942 
021015:7 Civil Aeronautics Authority Location of Radio Range Maps; 
Miscellaneous Maps; United States Weather Bureau Weather Code 
Booklets 
1939-1946 
021015:8 Green, D.F. -- Royal Air Force Navigator's, Air Bomber's, and Air 
Gunner's Flying Log Book 
1943-1946 
021015:9 Cloud Atlas for Aviators, 1941-- Air Ministry Meteorological Office 1941 
021015:10 How to Avoid Flying Accidents Due to Weather, 1942 -- Air Ministry 
Meteorological Office 
1942 
021015:11 Study Guide for the Course in Atmospheric Soundings -- Army Air 
Forces Technical Training Command Technical School -- Chanute Field, 
Illinois 
1943 
021015:12 Syllabus for Training Pilots at British Flying Training Schools in U.S.A., 
July 1942 
1942-1943 
021015:13 Cover of Tails Up! -- Magazine of 6BFTS, July 1942; Wings Over 
America: Air Corps U.S. Army Poster 
1939, ca. – 1942 
021015:14 Transatlantic: April 1945 & August 1945 1945 
021015:15 Photograph of Lillian Taylor & Oklahoma Senator Mickey Edwards 1988-05-25 
021015:16 Photograph of Pupils of No. 1 Course, 6BFTS -- Presented to Major & 
Mrs. Cox 
1941-1989 
021015:17 Newspaper Clippings 1941-2003 
021015:18 Magazine Articles 1982-1999 
17 
 
021015:19 Ponca City Aviation History -- Prepared by Keith Tolman, Oklahoma 
Historical Society and the Ponca City Air Museum 
1944-1990 
021015:20 Darr School of Aeronautics – Miscellaneous 1942-1944 
021015:21 Witt, A. J. -- Blackwell, OK 1943-1997 
021015:22 Smyer, Tom (Ponca Municipal Airport) Buyer's Order to Piper Aircraft 
Corporation 
1939-10-17 
021015:23 Enrolled Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 77 -- Expressing 
Appreciation for RAF Flight Training Schools in Oklahoma, etc. & 
Former 6BFTS Cadets Reunion Information 
1976-05-02 
021015:24 6BFTS Association Reunion, 1989 1989-1990 
021015:25 Wing Commander A.J. Burton Letter to G.L.F. Addington Regarding 
Attendance at Kirkpatrick Center Reception on September 10, 1989 
1989-08-29 
021015:26 Correspondence Regarding American Air Museum in Duxford, England 1997 
021015:27 Letter from Nancy Reagan to Lillian Taylor 1988-05-13 
021015:28 Ponca City Convention and Visitors Bureau Brochure, 1989 1989 
021015:29 Ponca City Cherokee Strip Celebration & Fly In Brochures, 1990 1990 
021017:1 Binder: Jim Burleson DNA Matches ND 
021017:2 Binder: Jim Burleson DNA Matches: Jim Burleson ND 
021017:3 Binder: Jim Burleson DNA Matches: Eloise Thornton ND 
021017:4 Red Research Binder ND 
021017:5 Red Research Binder: Bombing Records ND 
021017:6 Red Research Binder: Log Book: Leslie Davies ND 
021017:7 Red Research Binder: Log Book: Fred Jones ND 
021017:8 Red Research Binder: Log Book: George Jarmy ND 
021017:9 Red Research Binder: Log Book: Gilbert Mellefont ND 
021017:10 Red Research Binder: Long Book: Ernie Marrs ND 
021017:11 Letter and Typed Memories from J.C.Price ND 
021017:12 Camp Tonkawa 1943-1945: Prisoner of War Stories 1943-1945 
021017:13 Paula R. Loop  
021017:14 Miss Ponca City Bomber  
021017:15 RAF in Oklahoma  
021017:16 Dedication of British Flying Training School May 7, 2005 2005-05-07 
021017:17 Commonwealth Grave Commission  
021017:18 Remembrance Day Celebration 2011 
021017:19 Remembrance Day Celebration 2012 
021017:20 Remembrance Day Celebration 2014 
021017:21 Remembrance Day Celebration 2015 
021017:22 Remembrance Day Celebration 2016 
021017:23 Remembrance Day Celebration 2017 
021017:24 Miscellaneous  
021017:25 Barrington & Sims photos from frames  
 
III. Newspapers, 1937-2015 
021002:1 The Ponca City News, Sunday, August 29, 1937, Pages 3-4 1937-08-29 
021002:2 The Chicago Herald-American, Tuesday, August 26, 1941, Pages 3-4, 
11-12 
1941-08-26 
021002:3 The Daily Oklahoman, Sunday, November 16, 1941, Pages D5-6, 11-12 1941-11-16 
021002:4 The New York Times, Sunday, December 7, 1941, Pages 5-6, 2 
Unnumbered Pages 
1941-12-07 
021002:5 The New York Times, Monday, December 8, 1941, Pages 19-20 1941-12-08 
021002:6 The Woman's Tribune, Tulsa, Oklahoma, Thursday, October 22, 1942, 2 
Unnumbered Pages 
1942-10-22 
021002:7 The Tulsa Tribune, Monday, July 5, 1943, 2 Unnumbered Pages 1943-07-05 
021002:8 "Continental Plant Provides Gasoline for U.S. Bombers" & "Ponca 




021002:9 The Daily Oklahoman, Sunday, April 23, 1944, Pages C11-12 1944-04-23 
021002:10 The Ponca City News, Tuesday, July 23, 1946, Part of Pages 1-2 1946-07-23 
021002:11 The Ponca City News, European Victory Edition, Pages B1-4 1945, ca. 
021002:12 The Ponca City News, European Victory Edition, Section C 1945, ca. 
021002:13 The Ponca City News, European Victory Edition, Part of Pages B11-12 1945, ca. 
021002:14 Orbit Magazine, Sunday, May 28, 1972 1972-05-28 
021002:15 Benefactor: Special Aviation Historical Issue, Vol. 5, No. 7 -- 60th 
Anniversary, World's First Airliner Crossing New York Harbor in 1919 
1979 
021002:16 The Ponca City News, Sunday, September 30, 1984, Pages A1-2 1984-09-30 
021002:17 The Ponca City News, Sunday, September 30, 1984, Pages A1-2, 5-8, 
11-12 
1984-09-30 
021002:18 The Ponca City News, Tuesday, October 2, 1984, Pages 11-12 (3 Copies) 1984-10-02 
021002:19 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, December 14, 1988, Pages C7-8 1988-12-14 
021002:20 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, December 21, 1988, Pages C1-2 1988-12-21 
021002:21 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, March 1, 1989, Pages C3-6 1989-03-01 
021002:22 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, March 22, 1989, Pages C3-4 1989-03-22 
021002:23 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, March 22, 1989, Part of Pages A9-10 1989-03-22 
021002:24 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, April 19, 1989, Part of Pages C1-2 1989-04-19 
021002:25 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, May 17, 1989, Pages C3-4 (3 
Copies) 
1989-05-17 
021002:26 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, August 23, 1989, Pages C1-2 1989-08-23 
021002:27 Miami News-Record, Tuesday, June 13, 1989, Pages 1-2, 11-12 1989-06-13 
021002:28 The Ponca City News, Sunday, September 3, 1989, Pages A5-6 1989-09-03 
021002:29 The Ponca City News, Sunday, September 3, 1989, Pages A5-6, 13-14 1989-09-03 
021002:30 The Daily Telegraph, 50th Anniversary Edition Re-Print of September 4, 
1939 Issue Reporting Breakout of the Second World War, Pages 1-16 
1989-09-04 
021002:31 The Daily Telegraph, 50th Anniversary Edition Re-Print of September 4, 
1939 Issue Reporting Breakout of the Second World War, Pages 3-16 
1989-09-04 
021002:32 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, September 6, 1989, Pages C1-4, 7-8 1989-09-06 
021002:33 The Ponca City News, Sunday, September 10, 1989, Pages A1-2 (2 
copies) 
1989-09-10 
021002:34 The Sunday Oklahoman, September 10, 1989, Pages A11-12 1989-09-10 
021002:35 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, September 13, 1989, Pages C1-2 (3 
Copies) 
1989-09-13 
021002:36 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, September 27, 1989, Pages C1-2, 7-8 
(2 Copies) 
1989-09-27 
021002:37 The Ponca City News, Tuesday, September 18, 1990, Pages 9-10 1990-09-18 
021002:38 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, October 2, 1991, Pages C1-2 (6 
Copies) 
1991-10-02 
021002:39 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, October 9, 1991, Section C (3 
Copies) 
1991-10-09 
021002:40 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, October 9, 1991, Pages C1-2 1991-10-09 
021002:41 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, October 9, 1991, Pages C1-2, 9-10 1991-10-09 
021002:42 The Ponca City News, Sunday, May 4, 1997, Pages A1-2 (3 Copies) 1997-05-04 
021002:43 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, July 9, 1997, Pages C1-2 (3 Copies) 1997-07-09 
021002:44 The Ponca City News, Sunday, April 17, 2005, Pages C3-4 (2 Copies) 2005-04-17 
021002:45 Miami News-Record, Tuesday, June 21, 2005, Pages 1-10 2005-06-21 
021002:46 The Tulsa World, Tuesday, June 21, 2005, Part of Pages A1-3 2005-06-21 
021002:47 The Daily Oklahoman, Thursday, September 15, 2005, Pages A15-20 2005-09-15 
021002:48 The Ponca City News, Sunday, October 1, 2006, Pages A1-2, 11-12 2006-10-01 
021002:49 OERB Energy Matters 2007 2007 
021002:50 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, January 17, 2007, Page C3-6 2007-01-17 
021002:51 The Ponca City News, Thursday, March 15, 2007, Pages A3-6 2007-03-15 
021002:52 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, December 26, 2007, Pages A3-6 2007-12-26 





021002:54 The Oklahoma Aviator, June 2009, Vol. 27, No. 6 2009-06 
021002:55 Enid News & Eagle, July 11, 2011, Part of Pages A1-4 2011-07-11 
021002:56 The Ponca City News, Wednesday, June 6, 2012, Pages C1-2, 7-8 2012-06-06 




IV. Maps, 1936-2006 
021011:1 Lincoln (U-5) Sectional Aeronautical Chart (Restricted) -- U.S. Coast 
and Geodetic Survey 
1943-04 
021011:2 Wichita (S-5) Sectional Aeronautical Chart (Restricted) -- U.S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey 
1943-02-25 
021011:3 Wichita (S-5) Sectional Aeronautical Chart (Restricted) -- U.S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey 
1943-02-25 
021011:4 Savannah (Q-8) Sectional Aeronautical Chart -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey 
1939-04 
021011:5 Los Angeles (U I-11) Sectional Aeronautical Chart -- U.S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey 
1938-12 
021012:1 Map of Miami, OK Along With Ottawa County and N.E.O. Campus Map 2006 
021012:2 Ponca City Map, Ponca City Area Chamber of Commerce ND 
021012:3 Map of Counties in North Central Oklahoma and South Central Kansas ND 
021012:4 Oklahoma Aeronautical Chart, Oklahoma Aeronautics Commission 1989 
021012:5 Map of Grand Lake O' The Cherokees in Northeast Oklahoma ND 
021012:6 Oklahoma (Plotting Sheet) Mercator Projection, Drawn at # 6 B.F.T.S. 
Ponca City, OK, Variation for 1940 
1940 
021012:7 Map: International Index Numbers for the United States -- U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau 
1944-10-15 
021012:8 AAF Aeronautical Chart, Lambert Conformal Conic Projection, Middle 
Row No. 3 (Restricted) -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 
1944-01 
021012:9 Civil Aeronautics Authority Radio Facility Map -- North East Quadrant 1939-04-01 
021012:10 "The First Photograph Ever Made Showing the Division Between the 
Troposphere and the Stratosphere and Also the Actual Curvature of the 
Earth" By Captain Albert W. Stevens 
1936-05 
021012:11 Charlotte Sectional Aeronautical Chart ND 
021012:12 Copy of The Daily Oklahoman ‘A bit of England in Oklahoma’ 1941-11-16 
021012:13 The Daily Oklahoman ‘ A bit of England in Oklahoma 1941-11-16 
021012:14 American Airlines System Map Route of the Flagships ND 
021012:15 Ponca City News ‘Heyday of Ponca City Aviation: Interesting, fun, 
heartbreak’, p. 1C 
1988-11-23 
021012:16 Ponca City News, p. 2C 1988-12-28 
01012:17 Ponca City News ‘Former RAF Pilots Preparing to Renew Old PC 
Friendships’, p. 1 
1991-10-09 
021012:18 Old-Time Flyer Remembers City’s Early-Day Planes, Pilots 1971-07-04 
021012:19 Old-Time Flyer Remembers City’s Early-Day Planes, Pilots 1971-07-04 
021012:20 Ponca City News Thunderbirds Club’s Big Air Show Climax Huge 
Celebration 
1939-09-10 
021013:1 Plot Plan of the Darr School of Aeronautics, Ponca City, Oklahoma, 5th 
Edition 
1943-10-10 
021013:2 12M Regional Aeronautical Chart -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 1941-11 
021013:3 14M Regional Aeronautical Chart -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 1941-05 
021013:4 11M Regional Aeronautical Chart -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 1941-05 
021013:5 22 DF Aeronautical Chart for Radio Direction Finding -- U.S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey 
1941-01 
021013:6 13M Regional Aeronautical Chart -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 1941-01 
021013:7 California Sheet (N.W. 23/116) Mercator Projection, North America 




021013:8 Louisiana Sheet N.W. 23/102 Mercator Projection, North America 
Plotting Series -- U.S. Army Map Service 
1942-11 
021013:9 Santa Fe Sheet N.W. 32.5/116 Mercator Projection, North America 
Plotting Series, First U.S. Edition -- U.S. Army Map Service 
1942-11 
021014:1 Newsmap, War Fronts Map, Monday, June 14, 1943, Week of June 3 to 
June 10, Volume II, No. 8 -- U.S. Government Printing Office 
1943-06-14 
021014:2 Southern England and Wales Conical Orthomorphic Projection, Edition 3 
-- Ordnance Survey & War Office and Air Ministry 
1956-01 
021014:3 Midlands and Wales Aeronautical Map, R.A.F. Edition, Second Edition, 
Sheet 5 -- Ordnance Survey of Great Britain & U.S. Army Engineer 
Reproduction Plant 
1941 
021014:4 North Sea Aeronautical Map, R.A.F. Edition, Second Edition, Sheet 6 -- 
Ordnance Survey of Great Britain & U.S. Army Engineer Reproduction 
Plant 
1941 
021014:5 Berlin N.E. 52/10 Aeronautical Map, Advance Edition -- U.S. Army 
Engineer Reproduction Plant 
1941 
021014:6 English Channel Mercator Projection Sheet N.W. 48/4, Europe Plotting 
Series, Revised Edition -- U.S. Army Map Service 
1942 
021014:7 Greece N.E. 35.2/10 Mercator Projection, Europe Plotting Series -- War 
Office 
1941 
021014:8 English Channel Mercator Projection Sheet N.W. 48/4, Europe Plotting 
Series, Revised Edition -- U.S. Army Engineer Reproduction Plant 
1940 
021014:9 Sheet N.E. 48/10 Mercator Projection, Europe Plotting Series, Advance 
Edition -- U.S. Army Engineer Reproduction Plant 
1941 
021014:10 Solomon Islands Sheet S.E. 8/150 Mercator Projection, Plotting Series 
(Third Edition) -- U.S. Army Map Service 
1942 
021014:11 Solomon Islands Sheet S.E. 8/150 Mercator Projection, Plotting Series 
(Third Edition) -- U.S. Army Map Service 
1942 
021014:12 Solomon Islands Sheet S.E. 8/150 Mercator Projection, Plotting Series 
(Third Edition) -- U.S. Army Map Service 
1942 
 
V. Media, 1944-2012 
021003:1 Paula Denson 1940s (Marland Mansion, Catholic Fathers, 101 Cherokee 
Strip Parade, Flood + Bridge -- Dixie Hill & RAF - Train - Higdon" -- 
VHS 
1940s, ca. 
021003:2 Pike's Peak by Rail: The Manitou and Pike's Peak Railway -- VHS 1991 
021003:3 Crew 713: The Men Who Flew "The Irishman's Shanty" -- DVD 2012, ca. 
021003:4 John Facer's Collection Including "Fly Past" Article (3BFTS Edited) --
CD 
1944-2003 
021003:5 Joint Air Reconnaissance Intelligence Centre -- Royal Air Force, No. 3 
BFTS -- Unclassified (Northeast Oklahoma A&M College) 
1944, ca. 
021003:6 Bill McCash "Training RAF Pilots in USA During WWII" -- CD 1987-03-12 
021003:7 Bill McCash Lecture on "Training RAF Pilots in USA During World 
War II" to Royal Aeronautical Society (Gatwick Branch) – Cassette Tape 
1987-03-12 
021003:8 J.E. Ledbetter -- Mechanic at Darr -- Microcassette 2003-11 
021003:9 Rick Brown (6BFTS) – Microcassette ND 
021003:10 RAF in Oklahoma: RAF Photos JohnC. Price 2003-12 
021003:11 RAF in Oklahoma: RAF Barrington ND 
021003:12 RAF in Oklahoma:1941-1945 Photos & Files 2002 
021003:13 RAF in Oklahoma ND 
021003:14 RAF in Oklahoma: Lillian Taylor Photos/Other Files ND 
021003:15 RAF Old Letters to Hockers 1944 
021003:16 RAF Files & Pics Complete to 10-4-04 2004-10-04 
021003:17 Camp Crowder ND 
021003:18 RAF Misc. 2006-07 
021003:19 Letters, Etc. RAF 2005-11 
21 
 
021003:20 RAF in Oklahoma, RAF_Photos_04 2004 
021003:21 RAF OK 2007 PowerPoint 2007 
021003:22 RAF OK Reel 6 BFTS 2006 
021003:23 G.A.R. Cemetery Miami, Oklahoma British Flyers Remembrance 
Ceremony 
2014-10-25 
021003:24 B. Carter Barrington Fuller ND 
021003:25 RAF in Oklahoma: Price & IOOF ND 
021003:26 G.A.R. British Flyers Remembrance Ceremony: 2014 Ceremony Pics 2014 
021003:27 G.A.R. British Flyers Remembrance Ceremony: 2014 Reception Pics 2014 
021003:28 Royal Air Force Files ND 
021003:29 Tails Up Scans: Bulletins of 6 BFTS ND 
021003:30 Birthe Olorenshaw CD Cover 2005-09-09 
021003:31 Denson & 3 BFTS Movie ND 
021003:32 Disk 2: 6 BFTS: Roy Bashford from Robin Bashford 1944 
021003:33 Doris Cox Berry from Carolyn Dillon emails included 2007 
021003:34 Max Foster ND 
021003:35 RAF Wedding Poster ND 
021003:36 RAF Book Pics Keep 2006 
021003:37 Bert Spencer Story ND 
021003:38 Falcon Field Copy from VHS to DVD 2011-10 
021003:39 From Bashford, 1943 Letters Home Transcripts: Roy Bradford Course 15 
Disk 1 
1943 
021003:40 RAF Book Pics 2005-08-03 
021003:041 RSNB Photos Bashford 2010-11 
021003:42 B.F.T.S. #3 Silver Wings in Prairie Skies, News on 6 1995 
021003:43 Postcard: Ponca City Theatre ND 
021003:44 6 BFTS 1989 Reunion Photo CD 1989 
021003:45 Kelson Photos (Walgreens Envelope) ND 
021003:46 1 Notecard with notes ND 
021003:47 1 Post-It note with notes 2005-4-18 
021003:48 344 printed photos 2006-06-08 
021003:49 10 printed photos 2005-09-20 
021003:50 1 printed photo ND 
021003:51 6 small printed/copied photos ND 
021003:52 Denson Commonwealth ND 
 
 
